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•A once-in-a-century science assignment
•The last we had such an opportunity: 1918-20; but the 
media was limited to cover bits and pieces
•The Covid-19 pandemic is the widest, impact-wise the 
strongest pandemicstrongest pandemic
• It impacted everybody, every country, every continent 
except the Antarctica
•It is the toughest local assignment for a global development



•Soon, it turned out to be a science story that must be 
reported from its sociology
•Soon, it turned out to be a science story that must be 
reported from economic perspective
•Soon, it turned out to be a science story that must be •Soon, it turned out to be a science story that must be 
reported from the matrix of equality
•Soon, it turned out to be an environment story that must 
be reported beyond the pretty trees and tigers
•It is an assignment that has all of us in grip





• DTE in February, had the first cover story
•We spent a week deciphering the potential pandemic: will 
it be just a health crisis?
•A group of 40 writers – Asia, Africa, Europe – deployed to 
get in the first impressionsget in the first impressions
•Organised ourselves into looking at three aspects: the 
health crisis as unfolding, the economy and the global 
response



• The pandemic offered us the best opportunity to make 
science relevant to the society
•The pandemic offered us the opportunity to explore why 
science shouldn’t be a political pariah
•The pandemic offered us the opportunity to do ultra local •The pandemic offered us the opportunity to do ultra local 
reporting
•It was/is an opportunity to do local to global reporting 
using science as the base but understanding its various 
facets



• Soon, we faced a reality check of our surmises that guided 
us to mount our biggest ever reporting
•Africa, turning out to be a successful continent
•America melting down as a dream
•India re-discovered its bitter divisions, economic and social•India re-discovered its bitter divisions, economic and social
•But, the reporting didn’t miss the opportunity to report the 
science aspects of the pandemic



• We in India witnessed the country’s second largest forced 
human exodus
•We witnessed and chronicled the complete collapse of an 
economy
•We witnessed the need for public spending and the •We witnessed the need for public spending and the 
inevitability of government
•We witnessed the inability of the media to report such a 
crisis





• The lesson for reporting: never push certainty when it 
doesn’t exist/vaccine and spread
•Science journalists need to move out of their limits/comfort 
zone
•It is not an event to be reported; its development and •It is not an event to be reported; its development and 
health impacts will keep us preoccupied for years to come
•It is an opportunity to demystify science and sociology 
interface as all have attention on it


